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A test of the CPL parameterization for rapid dark energy equation of state transitions

Sebastian Linden and Jean-Marc Virey
Centre de Physique Théorique∗, CNRS-Luminy Case 907, F-13288 Marseille Cedex 9, France and Université de Provence

We test the robustness and flexibility of the Chevallier-Polarski-Linder (CPL) parameterization
of the Dark Energy equation of state w(z) = w0 + wa

z
1+z

in recovering a four-parameter step-like
fiducial model. We constrain the parameter space region of the underlying fiducial model where the
CPL parameterization offers a reliable reconstruction. It turns out that non negligible biases leak
into the results for recent (z < 2.5) rapid transitions, but that CPL yields a good reconstruction
in all other cases. The presented analysis is performed with supernova Ia data as forecasted for a
space mission like SNAP/JDEM, combined with future expectations for the CMB shift parameter
R and the BAO parameter A.

I. INTRODUCTION

Current studies to extract the properties of a dark en-
ergy component of the universe from observational data
focus on the determination of its equation of state w(z)
(see e.g. [1]), which is the ratio of the dark energy’s pres-

sure to its energy density w(z) := pDE(z)
ρDE(z) . Chevallier and

Polarski [2] and Linder [3] proposed the following param-
eterization of the equation of state:

wCPL(z) = w0 + wa

z

1 + z
, (1)

hereafter simply CPL, where w0 and wa are real num-
bers. It is usually assumed to parameterize our ignorance
about the dynamics of dark energy, and was in particu-
lar extensively used by the Dark Energy Task Force [4]
as a phenomenological benchmark to compare and con-
trast the performances of different dark energy probes
(see e.g. [5]). Despite its simplicity the CPL parame-
terization exhibits interesting properties as discussed in
detail by Linder [6]. In particular, the two parameters
w0 and wa have a natural physical interpretation: they
represent the equation of state’s present value and its
overall time evolution, respectively. It is argued in [3, 6]
that the best description of wa in terms of the derivative
of w is given by the relation

wa = −2w′|z=1, (2)

where w′ is the logarithmic derivative of w defined as
w′ := dw

d lna
, a being the scale factor of the universe.

Moreover Linder and Huterer [7] and Upadhye et al.
[8] have shown that at most a two-parameter model can
optimally be constrained by future data. Additional ma-
jor properties are its bounded behaviour for high redshift
(limz→∞ wCPL(z) = w0+wa =: wCPL

i ) and its ability to
describe a large variety of scalar field dark energy models.

∗‘Centre de Physique Théorique” is UMR 6207 - “Unité Mixte de
Recherche” of CNRS and of the Universities “de Provence”, “de la
Méditerranée” and “du Sud Toulon-Var”- Laboratory affiliated to
FRUMAM (FR 2291). Preprint CPT P009 2008.

Consequently, the CPL parameterization seems to be a
good compromise to define a model independent analy-
sis.
Unfortunately, it cannot describe all possible dynamics
[6, 9], which fact can easily be understood by looking
at the dark energy dynamics in the (w,w′)-phase space.
The CPL parameterization can be re-casted in the fol-
lowing form:

w′ = −(w0 + wa) + w, (3)

that highlights the linear relation between w and w′. A
discussion of characteristic phase space properties of sev-
eral classes of dark energy models can be found in e.g.

[6, 10, 11]. It appears that some subclasses are well de-
scribed by an approximation like eq.(3), but that in gen-
eral dark energy models do not follow a linear trajectory.
Linder [3] himself for instance argues, that eq.(1) will
hardly be able to handle rapid transitions or oscillations.
Consequently there is an unavoidable degree of “param-
eterization dependence” in the results. This rather ob-
vious fact has motivated many different approaches to
test the dark energy dynamics. Not only other parame-
terizations of dark energy’s equation of state have been
considered [12], but also parameterizations of the dark
energy density alone [9], or of the Hubble parameter [13].
Finally non-parametric tests have been studied [14, 15],
see e.g. [15] for a general discussion. Since CPL is widely
implemented in both observational and theoretical stud-
ies, it is essential to test its robustness in reconstructing
the dynamics of physically motivated dark energy mod-
els.
Focusing on quintessence models, Caldwell and Linder
[10] have shown that the subclasses comprising the so-
called “freezing” and “thawing” models are well param-
eterized by the CPL functional form, whereas Corasan-
iti and Copeland [16] pointed out that certain models,
in particular the “tracker models” [17], would be bet-
ter described by an equation of state of step-like func-
tional form. Step-like functions are able to describe
slow or rapid transitions between two asymptotic val-
ues, their modeling is however somewhat arbitrary: a
Fermi-function has been used by Bassett et al. [18], a
linear combination of Fermi-functions by Corasaniti and
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Copeland [16], a power-law behaviour by Hannestad and
Mörtsell [19], an e-fold model by Linder and Huterer [7],
and hyperbolic tangent functions by Pogosian et al. [20]
and Douspis et al. [21]. The main drawback of such
step-like equations of state is the necessity to introduce
four parameters. Given that large number of degrees of
freedom, this kind of parameterization does therefore not
seem to be the appropriate choice to extract constraints
from data, even if an interesting and non-trivial study in
this direction has been done in [21].
In this article we however propose to test the significance
of the physical information enclosed in the CPL param-
eterization, obtained from a fiducial cosmology that is
described by a step-like model of dark energy. For if we
take seriously the task of testing a possibly wide range
of dark energy models with future cosmological probes
like SNAP/JDEM, we will have to use a parameteriza-
tion of dark energy’s equation of state. But if we do not
want to take the risk of exluding a model on the basis
of a parameterization that may not be the appropriate
description of the actual dark energy phenomenology, we
will have to quantitatively know the intrinsic limitiations
of the specific parameterization we chose.
In the following section II we present and discuss the
explicit functional form of our fiducial model, and set
up our data framework consisting of supernova Ia data
as forecasted for a satellite mission like SNAP/JDEM in
combination with future expectations for the CMB shift
parameter R and the BAO parameter A. After a dis-
cussion of our analysis strategy we will, in section III,
present our results, and give a summary and discussion
in section IV. The article closes with an outlook on future
prospects.

II. APPROACH

We choose the hyperbolic tangent functional form
first used by Douspis et al. [21] to model the fiducial
step-like dark energy equation of state:

wstep(z) =
1

2
(wi+wf )−

1

2
(wi−wf ) tanh

[

Γ ln

(

1 + zt
1 + z

)]

,

(4)
where four parameters are introduced: wi is the equation
of state’s value at early times: wi = limz→∞ wstep(z),
wf its future value: wf = limz→−1 w

step(z), zt marks
the redshift at the step’s center: wstep(zt) = wav :=
1
2 (wi + wf ), and Γ > 0 rules the width of the transition
(cf. eq.(7) below). The advantages of the parameteriza-
tion given by eq.(4) are its analytic integrability and the
fact, that the equation of state’s asymptotic values be-
fore and after the transition, wi and wf , are decoupled.

The Hubble function is calculated to be
(

H(z)

H0

)2

= ΩM (1 + z)3 +ΩDE(1 + z)3(1+wav)

×







(

1+zt
1+z

)Γ

+
(

1+zt
1+z

)

−Γ

(1 + zt)
Γ + (1 + zt)

−Γ







3∆w

2Γ

, (5)

where radiation and curvature contributions ΩR and ΩK

are neglected, and ∆w := wi − wf is the amplitude of
the transition. The models described by eq.(4) represent
more general dynamics in the (w,w′)-phase space than
the CPL models, since their trajectories are parabolae
and not simple straight lines any more:

w′ = 2Γ

(

(w − wav)
2

∆w
−

1

4
∆w

)

. (6)

Finally, the transition width Γ can easily be related to
some redshift interval ∆z around zt. The transition from
wi to wf takes place in the redshift interval

∆z = 2(1 + zt) sinh(2 Γ
−1). (7)

To derive eq.(7) we define ∆z as the interval be-
tween the redshifts where eq.(4) takes the values
wav ±

1
2∆w tanh(2). Since tanh(2) ≈ 0.96, this criterion

captures the essence of the dark energy dynamics. We
note, that the redshift width ∆z decreases with increas-
ing positive Γ values, but is also linearly dependent on
zt. For zt = 0 we obtain for example ∆z = 0.5, 1, 10 for
Γ = 8.08, 4.16, 0.86, respectively.

For our analysis we use the program Kosmoshow. The
minimisation procedure is described in [22]. Our dataset
consists of simulated data from a future space mission
like SNAP/JDEM, that plans to discover around 2000
identified Type Ia Supernovae at redshifts 0.2 < z < 1.7
with very precise photometry and spectroscopy. The Su-
pernova distribution is given by [23], see also [22]. We
neglect the effect of adding some systematical errors for
the magnitude, and we use an additional dataset of 300
nearby Supernovae as expected by the SN Factory [24].
We combine these simulated data with the CMB shift-
parameter R [25] and the BAO parameter A [26], where
we assume an error of ±0.007 on R [6] (which is the es-
timate for future PLANCK data [27]) and an error of
±0.005 on A. These expected errors on magnitudes cor-
respond to a long term scenario (2015-2020), or a Stage
IV data model as defined in the report of the Dark En-
ergy Task Force [4]. We neglect the radiation component
and will assume spatial flatness in the following.
For the fiducial cosmology1 we fix ΩF

M to 0.3 (hence ΩF
DE

1 To avoid any confusion between fiducial and fitted quantities, we
add a superscript F to the fiducial ΩM and Ms. This is not done
for the fiducial parameters wi, wf , zt and Γ, since there is no
ambiguity with the fitted w0 and wa CPL parameters.
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is fixed to 0.7) and the normalisation parameter for SNIa
MF

s to 3.6.2 To describe dark energy we use the Hubble
function of the step-like model given by eq.(5). We will
consider slow or rapid transitions occurring at low and
high redshift for various choices of wi and wf , precise
values will be given in the result section. The fiducial
cosmological parameters being fixed we are now able to
simulate our “observables”, namely the supernovae mag-
nitudes plus R and A.

We then fit the resulting observables with the Hubble
function

(

H(z)

H0

)2

= ΩM (1+z)3+ΩDE(1+z)3(1+w0+wa)e−3wa
z

1+z

calculated from eq.(1). We perform fits on the SNIa
normalisation parameter Ms, the present matter-density
fraction ΩM , and the CPL dark energy equation of state
parameters w0 and wa.

The first information to look at is the value of the
χ2. In real data analysis, a wrong assumption can be
detected through a simple χ2 test: a high χ2 indicates
that the performance of the fit is bad. This can be the
indication of a problem, whose identification is usually
not easy in practice. With simulated data, we know the
fiducial model and we control the fitting procedure, then
a high χ2 is directly the indication of a wrong assumption
in the analysis. We apply as evaluation criterion cuts
at 1σ or 2σ on the χ2 values. The rms of the χ2 is
σ(χ2) = 2Ndof , where Ndof is the number of degrees of
freedom in the fit. If χ2 > 2Ndof , we consider the wrong
assumption to be detected. Conversely, if χ2 < 2Ndof ,
we don’t have any indication of something going wrong.
In this case, when in addition biases are present, we may
misinterpretate the data. Ndof will be 16 in all studies
presented in this article.

For the purpose of comparison of the fitted equation of
state with the fiducial one we will test the reconstruction
of:
i) ΩM (i.e. comparison of ΩF

M with ΩM ),
ii) the present value of the dark energy equation of state
w(0) (i.e. wstep(0) vs. w0),
iii) the value of the dark energy equation of state at the
pivot redshift w(zp) =: wp where the error on w(z) is the
smallest3 (i.e. wstep

p vs. wCPL
p ),

iv) the overall time evolution of the dark energy equa-
tion of state encoded in the wa parameter along with the
relation eq.(2) (i.e. −2(wstep)′|z=1 vs. wa),
v) the initial value of the dark energy equation of state

wi (i.e. w
step
i vs. wCPL

i := w0 +wa), to get some insight
into the high redshift behaviour.

2 Ms is the normalisation constant that enters into the luminosity-
distance relation as m(z) = Ms + 5log( c

H0
dl(z)).

3 see [4, 5, 28] for definitions

We define the bias of the parameter p by Bp = |pF − p|
and say that p is biased (valid) if the bias is larger
(smaller) than the error obtained for p, i.e. if Bp > σ(p)
(Bp < σ(p)). We also define the Bias Zone (Validity
Zone) as the set of all fiducial models where the p pa-
rameter is biased (valid). Consult [22] for more details
on these definitions.
From the comparison of these five quantities we will
be able to infer if the CPL parameterization allows a
relevant measurement of the cosmological parameters in
case of a rapid transition of the dark energy equation of
state.

III. RESULTS

A. Illustration

To illustrate the problem we start our discussion with
two examples. We define two fiducial models having a
fast transition (we fix Γ = 10) that differ by the redshift
of their transition: model A’s transition is centered at
zt = 3 (a transition outside the redshift range of SNIa
and BAO data) and model B’s at zt = 0.5 (a recent
transition within reach of available data). Motivated by
tracker models we fix the remaining two parameters wi

and wf to 0 and −1, respectively.
For both fiducial models we fit the associated cosmology
with the CPL parameters w0 and wa (along with ΩM and
Ms) and get the results shown in Figure 1 and Table 1.
For model A, we obtain a good reconstruction of the local
cosmological parameters but a biased estimation of the
overall time variation and of the high redshift behavior.
Namely, ΩM , w0 and wp are valid, but wa and wi are
biased. For model B all the parameters are biased. We
note that in this case χ2 = 27.5 < 1σ clearly indicates a
fit of bad quality, but does not yet allow to reject the fit
results.

Model A Model B
fid fit σ fid fit σ

i) ΩM 0.3 0.295 0.006 0.3 0.314 0.006
ii) w0 −1.00 −1.03 0.06 −1.00 −1.10 0.03
iii) wp −1.00 −0.99 0.02 −0.023 −0.292 0.007
iv) wa 0 0.26 0.24 0.13 1.41 0.0.05
v) wi 0 −0.86 0.21 0 +0.32 0.02

χ2 0.9 27.5

TABLE I: Fiducial and fitted values of the five parameters of
study (see section 2) for models A and B. The pivot redshift
is zp = 0.27 (zp = 1.31) for model A (model B). Biased fitted
values are underlined.

From these two examples we find that the CPL pa-
rameterization should allow a valid reconstruction of
the local (i.e. present value) cosmological parameters
even in case of a rapid transition if the transition is
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FIG. 1: Results of the fits based on the use of the CPL dark
energy equation of state parameterization for two different
fiducial step-like dark energy models A (above) and B (below).
These fiducial models are such that ΩF

M = 0.3, wF
i = 0 and

wF
f = −1 with a rapid transition Γ = 10, centered at zt = 3

for model A and at zt = 0.5 for model B. The transition
width is ∆z = 1.6 in case A and ∆z = 0.6 in case B. The
fiducial step-like dark energy equation of states are plotted
in full lines, the reconstructed CPL equation of states are
the dashed curves along with the associated 1σ errors (dotted
curves).

not recent. Conversely and without surprise, the high
redshift behavior can lead to misinterpretations. In the
following we vary all four fiducial parameters to test the
stability of these results.

B. The (zt,Γ)-plane

If we henceforth keep wi and wf fixed to their values 0
and −1, respectively, we can study our step-like models
in a two parameter phase space: the (zt,Γ)-plane. In
this plane each point represents a fiducial model, and for

each one we perform a fit with the CPL equation of state.
Then we test the χ2 value and the reconstruction of the
five parameters of study. Our results are given in Figures
2 and 3, where we chose zt in the range [0; 3.3] and Γ in
[0; 10]. We however performed a complete scan up to
zt = 5 and checked the stability of our results for even
higher values of zt and Γ. It appears that the χ2 is below
1σ for all the models in the presented plane, except for
a small region at 0.2 < zt < 0.4 and Γ > 6, where χ2 >
2Ndof (but χ2 < 4Ndof). The fit quality therefore being
sufficiently good, it will be of crucial interest to study the
quality of reconstruction of the cosmological parameters.
Figure 2 shows the quality of the reconstruction of w0

in this plane, where we give the Bias and Validity Zones
obtained for w0.

We recover the previously introduced models A and
B, and make the following remarks:
i) w0 (as well as all other parameters) is fully recon-
structed along the line Γ = 0. This is merely a sign
of consistency, since Γ = 0 imposes wi = wf on the
fiducial model, which in turn simply means a w = const.
behaviour that must be well reconstructed by CPL.
ii) The lower limit of the Validity Zone gives the bounds
on the width the transition where the use of CPL
equation of state is still justified. We see that if Γ <

∼ 0.3,
then the transition is sufficiently slow for the CPL
parameterization to be a reasonable description of the
dark energy dynamics whatever zt. The limit is slowly
increasing to higher Γ-values with increasing zt, forming
a concave curve, but does not follow a line ∆z = const.
It reaches Γ = 0.8 at zt = 3, where ∆z ≈ 50. We marked
the order of magnitude of ∆z along the border of the
VZ in Figure 2. Note however that these bound depends
on the values of wi and wf , which will be the point of
discussion in the next paragraph.
iii) We find a good reconstruction of w0 for all zt >∼ 2.5
whatever Γ is, except a small bulge between Γ-values
[0.6; 2.2], that extends (exactly) up to zt = 3.0. This can
easily be understood thanks to Figure 1, where we see
that for high-redshift-transitions (zt = 3 for model A)
the low redshift behaviour mimics a constant-w-model in
case of a fast transition, or a ”nearly” constant-w-model
in case of a slow transition. Both those behaviours are
well reconstructed by the CPL equation of state.
iv) We discover a little zone of good reconstruction for
zt = 0.5± 0.1, when 1.8 <

∼ Γ <
∼ 4.6 (which corresponds to

1.2 <
∼ ∆z <

∼ 3.5). However we did not find a compelling
physical argument for its appearance, indicating an
accidental valid reconstruction. Consequently, this small
Validity Zone is not particularly interesting.

The scan of the same (zt,Γ)-plane for wp leads to qual-
itatively similar results. We note however that the Bias
Zone is enlarged compared to the one for w0: wp recon-
struction is valid if zt > 3 whatever Γ, or if Γ < 0.2
whatever zt. We note however, that the reconstruction
of wp is highly sensitive to the errors ascribed to the su-
pernovae magnitudes and the parameters R and A, and
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FIG. 2: Quality of reconstruction of w0 for fiducial step like
models for dark energy in the (zt,Γ) parameter space, where
wi = 0 and wf = −1. We give the Bias Zone (BZ, hatched)
and the Validity Zone (VZ, white) obtained for the CPL pa-
rameter w0 in the full plane (above) and in higher resolution
in the (zt,Γ) = ([0; 3], [0; 1])-section of the plane (below). We
also marked the order of magnitude of ∆z along the border
of the VZ.

we do therefore not consider the pivot redshift as a good
mean of interpretation of our fit, in agreement with [29].
For ΩM we find results similar to those for w0, with a
small increase of the Bias Zone in the zt-direction: the zt
limit is at zt ≈ 3.2, and a decrease of the Bias Zone in the
Γ-direction, where the limit is now located at Γ ≈ 0.6.
The overall time evolution of the dark energy equation

of state is encoded in the wa parameter and the relation
eq.(2) has been proposed for its concrete interpretation.
In our approach we test this relation through a compar-

ison of the fitted wa with −2w′|(z=1) calculated for the
fiducial step-like model. Our results are given on Figure
3. Eq.(2) allows a correct interpretation of wa if: i) the
transition width Γ < 0.8 whatever zt (i.e. ∆z > 12), ii)
the transition center zt > 3.1, whatever Γ, iii) and in the
range 2.5 < zt < 3.1 if Γ < 4 (i.e. ∆z > 4). Outside
these domains, the validity of eq.(2) breaks down and we
loose the meaningful physical interpretation of the wa

parameter.
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FIG. 3: Quality of reconstruction of wa = −2w′|z=1 for fidu-
cial step like models for dark energy in the (zt,Γ) parameter
space, where wi = 0 and wf = −1. We give the Bias Zone
(BZ, hatched) and the Validity Zone (VZ, white) obtained for
the CPL parameter wa.

Concerning the reconstruction of the high redshift be-
haviour, it appears that wi is very badly reconstructed
for nearly all pairs (zt,Γ), where Γ > 0.1. In fact, a Valid-
ity Zone exists (1.3 < zt < 1.5 and 2 < Γ < 10), but it is
accidental and its position changes a lot if we change the
wi and/or wf parameter. We consequently have strong
chances to misinterpret the high redshift behaviour of the
dark energy equation of state when using the CPL pa-
rameterization.
We note here that we also checked the reconstruction of
the “CMB effective value” of dark energy’s equation of
state that was proposed by Huey et al. [30], and also
studied by Pogosian et al. [20]:

weff :=

∫ zcmb

0

wx(z)ΩDE(z)dz/

∫ zcmb

0

ΩDE(z)dz,

where zcmb = 1089 from [31]. It’s reconstruction however
shows up to be as problematic as the one of wi.

Consequently, from Figures 2 and 3 we have been able
to quantify a validity range of the CPL parameterization
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in terms of the position of the transition (zt >
∼ 2.5

whatever its rapidity) or in terms of the width of
the transition (Γ <

∼ 0.3 whatever zt) for the tracker
models pointing to a cosmological constant in the
future (i.e. wi = 0 and wf = −1). Unfortunately these
bounds strongly depend on the wi and wf parameters.
For example, if we change the parameter wi = 0 to
wi = −0.8, keeping wf fixed to −1, the χ2 comes out to
be extremely low (χ2 < 0.15) in the whole plane, and
the Validity and Bias Zones in the (zt,Γ)-plane change
a lot. Now, ΩM is always valid whatever zt and Γ are.
w0 is biased only if zt < 0.25 and Γ > 7 (i.e. ∆z < 0.7),
namely for very rapid and very recent transitions. The
interpretation of wa is biased if zt < 1.5 with Γ > 2
(i.e. ∆z < 5.7). Surprisingly, wi is biased only if
zt ≈ 0.3 ± 0.1 and Γ > 6 (i.e. ∆z < 0.9). This means
that CPL is able to catch the high redshift behaviour
of the dark energy dynamics if zt > 0.4 whatever the
width of transition. For this particular example we
hence conclude that CPL is an extremely good choice
of parameterization for the dark energy equation of state.

C. The (wi,wf)-plane

To be more quantitative on the effect of the variations
of the wi and wf parameters, we study the biases in the
(wi, wf )-plane for the most pessimistic case for zt and Γ:
we fix zt = 0.5 and Γ = 10 (i.e. ∆z = 0.6). When wi = 0
and wf = −1 this corresponds to our model B where all
fitted parameters where biased (cf. Table I and Figure
1). We consider variations for wi and wf in the range
[−1; 0] for both. Figures 4, 5 and 6 show the Validity
and Bias Zones in the (wi,wf )-plane for the parameters
w0, ΩM , and wi. We get:
i) w0 is valid if |∆w| <∼ 0.2.
ii) ΩM is well reconstructed whatever wf is, if wi

<
∼ −0.7.

If wi
>
∼ −0.4, ΩM is valid only if |∆w| = |wf −wi| <∼ 0.4.

iii) wi is valid if |∆w| <
∼ 0.1, which limit increases to

|∆w| <
∼ 0.2 when wi

<
∼ −0.8. Similarly, we find that

the reconstruction of the wa paremeter through eq.(2) is
valid only if |∆w| < 0.1.
We note that for our choice of zt and Γ we find that wp is
valid if |∆w| <∼ 0.1 when both wi and wf are smaller than
− 1

3 . Hence, wp is more likely to be biased than w0. This
weakens the usefulness of wp, as was already inferred in
Section III B.

We consequently find that the CPL parameterization
is able to yield valid results for the cosmological parame-
ters even for a very fast and recent transition (the worst
situation), if and only if the transition amplitude ∆w is
not too large.
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FIG. 4: Quality of reconstruction of the w0 CPL parameter
for fiducial dark energy step-like models in the (wi,wf ) pa-
rameter space with zt = 0.5 and Γ = 10 (i.e. ∆z = 0.6). We
give the Bias Zone (BZ, hatched) and the Validity Zone (VZ,
white) obtained for w0. We also plot some lines of constant
transition amplitude ∆w.
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FIG. 5: Same as Figure 4 but for parameter ΩM obtained
with the CPL equation of state.

D. Confusion with ΛCDM and w = const. models

As soon as biases are present in the analysis it is inter-
esting to study the actual values of the biased parame-
ters, in order to know if we can confuse the true cosmol-
ogy with a simpler model, such as the ΛCDM or more
generally the models with constant equation of state w.
We performed this exercise and found that if zt >∼ 3 and
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FIG. 6: Same as Figure 4 but for the wi := w0+wa parameter
obtained with the CPL equation of state. A very similar
figure with a slightly narrower validity zone is obtained for
the reconstruction of the wa parameter through eq.(2).

Γ >
∼ 2 we confuse the true cosmology with a w = const.

model. If, in addition, wf = −1 then the confusion is
with ΛCDM. This can easily be understood from the
Model A plot of Figure 1: the true cosmology effectively
corresponds, at low redshifts where SNIa and BAO data
are located, to a w = const. = −1 model. The high red-
shift behavior is only weakly constrained by the CMB.
This is in agreement with the calculations performed in
[21], which show that for a ΛCDM fiducial cosmology one
gets almost no constraint on the transition width Γ when
the location of the transition is bigger than zt > 0.8 [21].
For other values of zt and Γ such confusions seem impos-
sible (except for exotic phantom models having both wi

and wf below −1).

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We quantified the degree to which CPL’s parameter-
ization of dark energy’s equation of state eq.(1) would
be able to cover a rapid, step-like time evolution of dark
energy’s equation of state. We used a hyperbolic tangent
function to model such a step, and performed the fit
of Supernova Ia data from a future space mission like
SNAP/JDEM in combination with future expectations
for the CMB shift parameter R and the BAO parameter
A.
We found that the cosmological parameters describing
the recent expansion of the universe, namely the matter
density ΩM and the present value of the dark energy
equation of state w0 are well reconstructed except for a
recent zt <∼ 2.5 and rapid Γ >

∼ 0.3 transition with a large
amplitude |∆w| = |wi − wf | >

∼ 0.4. The value at the

pivot redshift wp has stronger chance to be biased than
w0. Since our results are rather unstable and the pivot
redshift zp has no physical meaning, we conclude that wp

is not a good mean to interprete the data. The overall
time evolution of the dark energy equation of state,
encoded in the wa parameter via eq.(2), is surprisingly
well reconstructed. We find that biases are present only
if zt < 3 and Γ > 0.8 for large amplitudes |∆w|, and
that these bounds are reduced to zt < 1.5 and Γ > 2 for
small amplitudes. When the amplitude |∆w| is smaller
than 0.1, we find no bias at all.
Conversely, the high redshift behaviour of the dark
energy equation of state is in general strongly biased.
It is only in the case of a very slow transition, Γ <

∼ 0.1,
or with small amplitudes, |∆w| < 0.1 − 0.2, that the
correct dynamics are obtained. The parameters which
have the best reconstruction are thus ΩM and w0. This
can easily be understood, since the other parameters
(wp, wa and wi) are dependent on the wa parameter,
which has a valid reconstruction only in a smaller
parameter space. It appears that it is essentially the
high redshift behaviour of the dark energy equation
of state, through the wi parameter, that carries the
largest risk of misinterpretation. We should therefore be
careful with the interpretation of the initial value of the
dark energy equation of state obtained with the CPL
parameterization wCPL(z → ∞) = w0 + wa. We see
from our results that early dark energy models having
a sizeable density at recombination and tracker models,
will, when we use the CPL parametrization, be confused
with a Cosmological Constant if the transition from 0 to
−1 is fast and beyond z = 3.

Our results confirm that the CPL parameterization has
the quality to catch the dynamics of many dark energy
models, and in particular the dynamics of step-like ones.
Only for a recent and rapid transition in the dark energy
equation of state with a large amplitude the CPL param-
eterization breaks down in an undetectable way. To rule
out such a possibility it will be necessary to perform the
cosmological analyses also with a step-like parameteri-
zation, like in [21]. The four parameter phase space of
the step-like parameterization should be restricted to the
domain where CPL breaks down, namely where zt < 2.5
and Γ > 0.3 and |∆w| > 0.4.
We recall, that our analysis has been performed in the
framework of supernova Ia studies, complemented by dis-
tance information from CMB and BAO. The combination
with other cosmological probes will certainly have an im-
pact on our conclusions, and will modify the limits of
validity that were presented in section III. We however
expect our main conclusion to remain valid, namely that
a sharp and recent transition of the dark energy equa-
tion of state should be explicitely constrained. In this
case it could be very interesting to add data that are
more sensitive to dark energy dynamics at high-redshift
than supernovae and BAO are, such as the Integrated
Sachs-Wolfe effect as was considered by [20].
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